Even with current guidelines, treatment algorithms, and recommendations available regarding diabetes management (1,2), providers struggle with adding therapies to manage postprandial hyperglycemia after basal insulin therapy in combination with oral antidiabetic medications (OADs) has failed to control a patient’s hyperglycemia. Historically, after titration of basal insulin to achieve morning glucose control, adding a bolus, or prandial, rapid-acting insulin analog has been recommended either in a stepwise approach or as a full basal-bolus insulin regimen (3–5). However, recent research has shown that adding a GLP-1 receptor agonist to basal insulin may be as effective as adding prandial insulin therapy (6–8). These results have given providers and patients a potentially easier option when glycemic control is not achieved with basal insulin in combination with OADs. This article summarizes three recent articles demonstrating the glycemic control efficacy and other benefits of adding a GLP-1 receptor agonist to basal insulin and describes a strategy to implement this therapy in busy primary care settings.

Studies


Summary

Article A reported on a randomized, open-label, active-controlled trial testing once-weekly albiglutide versus thrice-daily prandial insulin lispro as an add-on to titrated insulin glargine. The primary endpoint of the study was A1C change from baseline to 26 weeks. Albiglutide was found to be noninferior based on predefined endpoints but numerically superior to lispro as part of a basal-bolus insulin regimen, with A1C reductions of 0.82 and 0.66%, respectively. The albiglutide treatment group had a mean weight loss of 0.73 kg with no severe hypoglycemia and 15.8% rate of documented hypoglycemia. The lispro group had a mean 0.81 kg weight gain, two episodes of severe hypoglycemia, and a 29.9% rate of documented hypoglycemia. However, gastroin-
testinal side effects such as nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea were more common in the albiglutide group.

In article B, the authors reviewed studies comparing GLP-1 receptor agonist and basal insulin combination therapy to other antidiabetic therapy regimens. The main endpoints evaluated were glycemic control, hypoglycemia, and changes in weight. In all three endpoints, GLP-1 receptor agonist therapy was found to be superior to the other therapies studied, demonstrating robust glycemic control with no increases in the rate of hypoglycemia or weight gain. However, GLP-1 receptor agonist therapy was again associated with more gastrointestinal side effects than prandial insulin therapy.

Article C reported on a 30-week, open-label, multicenter, randomized, noninferiority trial comparing exenatide to thrice-daily lispro added to a background of glargine and metformin. The primary endpoint was A1C change from baseline to 30 weeks. Exenatide was found to be noninferior to lispro based on predefined endpoints as part of a basal-bolus insulin regimen. A1C reductions were 1.13% with exenatide and 1.10% with lispro. The exenatide treatment group had a mean weight loss of 2.5 kg, two episodes of severe hypoglycemia, and a 30% incidence of minor hypoglycemia, whereas the lispro group had a mean weight gain of 2.1 kg, seven episodes of severe hypoglycemia, and a 41% incidence of minor hypoglycemia. Gastrointestinal side effects were more common in the exenatide group.

Commentary
These three articles help to reinforce the potential benefits of GLP-1 receptor agonist therapy (6). Such benefits include:
- Glucose-dependent insulin secretion
- Glucose-dependent glucagon secretion
- Low risk of hypoglycemia
- Possible weight loss
- Postprandial glucose control
- Less energy intake
- Increased satiety
- Delayed gastric emptying

Beyond these potential pharmacological benefits are two additional advantages: 1) less of a treatment burden for patients resulting from fewer required injections compared to a basal-bolus insulin regimen and 2) easier patient education and simplified dose titration for providers initiating GLP-1 receptor agonist treatment compared to rapid-acting prandial insulin.

Important indications, warnings, and contraindications regarding GLP-1 receptor agonist therapy (7–11) include:
- Contraindicated (with the exception of exenatide) in patients with a personal or family history of medullary thyroid carcinoma
- Contraindicated (with the exception of exenatide) in those with a history of multiple endocrine neoplasia syndrome type 2
- To be used with caution in patients with a history of pancreatitis or gastroparesis
- Not to be used (with the exception of dulaglutide) in patients using prandial insulin
- Not for use in patients with type 1 diabetes
- Not for use in patients with diabetic ketoacidosis
- May cause hypersensitivity reactions
- Dulaglutide and once-weekly exenatide, at the time of publication, did not have a Food and Drug Administration–approved indication for use with basal insulin

Translating this recent important research into practice will give providers and their patients with type 2 diabetes an alternative when prandial insulin is thought to be an excessive treatment burden for the patient, an educational burden for the provider, or a regimen beyond the provider’s level of comfort or expertise. These articles provide evidence in support of the hypothesis that the benefits of GLP-1 receptor agonist therapy outweigh the associated risks. The most efficacious use of a GLP-1 receptor agonist would be in patients whose A1C level is within 1–1.5 percentage points from their individualized target. Patients whose A1C is >1.5 percentage points above target likely will gain more benefit from aggressive insulin management strategies when oral therapies and basal insulin have failed to provide adequate glycemic control.

Implementing this new treatment option in a busy primary care office should be a fairly simple process involving the following steps:

1. Identify as possible candidates patients who are not at their A1C target despite taking OAD(s) and >0.5–0.7 units/kg of basal insulin or taking basal insulin appropriately titrated to morning glucose control.

2. Be sure the patient is within 1–1.5 percentage points of his or her A1C target for the best chance of success.

3. Discuss the proposed therapy with the patient to be sure none of the warnings, precautions, or contraindications listed above preclude its initiation.

4. Find out which of the available GLP-1 receptor agonists are covered by the patient’s insurance plan.

5. Discuss with the patient the most common potential side effects such as nausea, vomiting, and allergic reactions.

6. Encourage the patient to regularly self-monitor his or her blood glucose and log the results.

7. Teach the patient proper injection technique and proper dosing; this should be carried out by the provider, a nurse or medical assistant in the provider’s office, or the patient’s pharmacist.
8. Arrange a follow-up visit in ~1 month to evaluate treatment efficacy and assess the patient for possible side effects.

Following these steps should allow primary care providers to help appropriate patients achieve improved glycemic control, weight loss, and a reduced risk of hypoglycemia—the trifecta of successful diabetes management.
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